Of the thousands of stars known to host exoplanets, which are planets outside of our solar system, a particularly fascinating star stands out. It is known as TRAPPIST-: a tiny star about the size of Jupiter, which is home to not one, not two, but seven Earth-sized planets! These planets are probably rocky worlds, like earth, and some of them might have the correct surface temperature for liquid water to exist, but that depends on whether or not these planets have atmospheres, and what those atmospheres are made of. Astronomers are currently working on figuring out whether TRAPPIST-has bright or dark spots on it, which may a ect the way we see its planets.
can observe a transit event, which is described in detail in this TRANSIT When an exoplanet blocks out light from its host star.
Frontiers for Young Minds article. During a transit, a planet blocks out some starlight, and astronomers on Earth see a dip in the total amount of starlight, which typically lasts for a few hours ( Figure ) .
TRAPPIST-is a very small, red star located light years away, in the
LIGHT YEAR
The distance light travels in year.
constellation Aquarius. In fact, TRAPPIST-is about as small as a star could be-if it were a bit smaller, it would not even be considered a star, because it would not be big enough to produce its own light by fusing hydrogen into helium in its core. TRAPPIST-is about as big as
FUSION
The nuclear reaction that occurs in the cores of stars, which makes them shine.
the planet Jupiter, but it weighs times as much as Jupiter. It shines with only . % the luminosity of the Sun [ ]. Most of stars in the galaxy
LUMINOSITY
The total brightness of an astronomical object.
are small stars like TRAPPIST-, and since they are so small and so dim, they are challenging to study.
SEVEN SMALL PLANETS
These challenges did not stop one team of astronomers based in Belgium from trying to find planets orbiting TRAPPIST-, and what a zoo of planets they found! There are seven known exoplanets orbiting this tiny star, each of them passing in front of the star when viewed from Earth, causing transit events. We can figure out how large each planet is by measuring how much light goes missing when the planet passes in front of the star. Small planets block out a little bit of light, while bigger planets block out more light. The brightness measurements of TRAPPIST-indicated that these planets have sizes similar to Earth-the smallest planet is three-quarters the size of Earth, and the largest is about % larger than Earth (see Figure ) [ ].
The TRAPPIST-planets orbit their host star much more closely than planets in our solar system orbit the Sun. The closest planet, called TRAPPIST-b, completes one orbit around its star once every . days. Compare that with Earth, which takes a year to orbit the Sun once. The most distant planet, TRAPPIST-h, completes an orbit every days. If you were to put all of the TRAPPIST-planets into our solar system, their orbits would all fit within the orbit of Mercury, the solar system's innermost planet.
COULD LIQUID WATER (AND PERHAPS LIFE) EXIST ON ANY OF THE PLANETS?
You might be wondering whether these planets are too close to the star for humans to visit them without melting. It turns out that, since the star TRAPPIST-is so dim, the planets need to be very close to the star to keep them warm. Stars work just like campfires-the closer a planet is to a star, the warmer it will probably be. But the distance from a star is not the only factor that determines how warm a planet is. The atmosphere of the planet is also important to consider, because ATMOSPHERE A layer of gas surrounding a planet (like Earth's air).
some atmospheres keep their planets extra warm and toasty. Mercury and Venus are good examples of the warming e ect of atmospheres. Mercury is two times closer to the Sun than Venus, so you might guess that Mercury would be the hottest planet in our solar system. But Mercury's highest surface temperature is about 
THE MYSTERIOUS SPOTS ON THE SURFACE OF TRAPPIST-
However, there is a major challenge making it di cult to study the atmospheres of the TRAPPIST-planets-we do not know what the surface of the star looks like. The star could have large or small spots on its surface, called starspots, which a ect the brightness and color measurements that we take of the star [ ]. Since we rely on those brightness and color measurements to learn about the planets' atmospheres, and therefore whether or not the planets could have liquid water, we must know precisely how spots on TRAPPIST-a ect the color and brightness of that star.
One e ort to study the starspots of TRAPPIST-using NASA's Kepler and Spitzer space telescopes found that the star might not have dark starspots like the Sun at all, but it might have bright, hot spots on its surface [ ]. These bright spots make the star appear a bit bluer and brighter when the bright spots are facing us, and a bit redder and dimmer when the bright spots rotate out of view as the star spins.
Figuring out the number, temperature and brightness of these spots on the star will be important for understanding the imprints that the planets leave on the starlight from TRAPPIST-. Recently, two other groups of scientists studying the color of TRAPPIST-also concluded that there may be bright (hot) spots on its surface [ , ] . As the evidence builds for these strange spots, so does the mystery surrounding them, since the Sun-the only star we can study up close-does not have similarly bright hot spots on its surface.
A NEW EYE ON THE SKY
Astronomers will likely get answers to their questions about the spots of TRAPPIST-when a new space telescope launches, called the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST). The JWST will be the largest space telescope ever built, and it is scheduled to observe the TRAPPIST-planets early in its -years mission. In combination with observations taken by telescopes on the Earth, astronomers will use the observations from the JWST to finally figure out what the surface of TRAPPIST-looks like, and then, hopefully, whether or not the TRAPPIST-planets have atmospheres and could be hospitable to life as we know it.
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